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1. INTRODUCTION {#jsp21037-sec-0005}
===============

The IVD is a fibrocartilaginous visco‐elastic weight bearing cushion that provides mechanical stability and spinal flexibility during axial loading, flexion and rotation.[1](#jsp21037-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}, [2](#jsp21037-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}, [3](#jsp21037-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"} The IVD is composed of superior and inferior cartilagenous end plates (CEPs) which interface with the vertebrae, the outer region of the disc, the annulus fibrosus (AF) is a collagen rich tissue which provides mechanical strength during stretching and in tension.[4](#jsp21037-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"} The AF and the CEPs encompass the central nucleus pulposus (NP), a proteoglycan‐rich tissue which provides the IVD with it\'s ability to withstand compressive loading. With aging, aggrecan the major IVD proteoglycan,[5](#jsp21037-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"} is susceptible to proteolytic degradation[6](#jsp21037-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}, [7](#jsp21037-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"} resulting in a reduction in NP water‐imbibing capacity, loss of hydrodynamic weight‐bearing properties,[8](#jsp21037-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"} compromised IVD biomechanical competence, loss of NP proteoglycans,[9](#jsp21037-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"} diminished disc height and the appearance of clefts and fissures in the AF, symptomatic of a diminished IVD capacity to act as a weight bearing structure.[10](#jsp21037-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}

A 10‐year global study of 291 major human diseases placed LBP as the number one musculoskeletal disorder in terms of years lived with disability, an estimated 80% of the general population are affected by LBP, its incidence peaks in the fifth and sixth decade.[11](#jsp21037-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"} Other studies have emphasized the socioeconomic impact of degenerative disc disease (DDD) and LBP. UK costings for LBP of £12.3 billion,[12](#jsp21037-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"} and \$9.17 billion for Australia have been published.[13](#jsp21037-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"} The American Academy of Pain Medicine published annual costs in 2006 for chronic pain of \$560 to 635 billion, with 53% of all chronic pain patients in the USA affected by LBP, 31 million people have LBP at any one time.[14](#jsp21037-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"} In 2015, the global point prevalence of activity‐limiting LBP of 7·3% indicated that 540 million people were affected globally by LBP at any one time, and today LBP is now recognized as the number one musckuloskeletal condition and cause of disability world‐wide.[11](#jsp21037-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [15](#jsp21037-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"} In 1999, the World Health Organization (WHO) published the IRIS low back pain initiative[16](#jsp21037-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"} designating LBP and stem cell research to restore functional IVDs as high priority research areas. LBP was made a national priority area by the National Health and Medical Research Council (NHMRC) in 2009.[17](#jsp21037-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}

Since their discovery in the late 1960s mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) have been the subject of intense investigation due to their remarkable efficacy in tissue repair. MSCs were originally considered to migrate into sites of injury, where they engrafted, and differentiated into functional cells, resulting in regeneration of damaged or diseased connective tissue.[18](#jsp21037-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"} Results over the past few decades from several hundred animal studies and many human clinical trials have challenged this mode of action. There is no doubt that MSCs exhibit a remarkable ability to repair diseased tissues, but it has become increasingly apparent that they do not engraft in enough numbers or for sufficient durations in tissue defects to explain the tissue repair and clinical benefit they provide. A recent positron emission tomography (PET) imaging study showed that MSCs remained viable for 3 weeks when injected into canine IVDs in an annular lesion model of disc degeneration[19](#jsp21037-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"} yet beneficial effects with regards to matrix repair and alleviation of LBP were measurable for up to 6 months post operatively (PO). Further modes of action for MSCs in the healing process have therefore been proposed based on the ability of MSCs to enhance resident cell viability and/or proliferation, reduce cell apoptosis,[20](#jsp21037-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}, [21](#jsp21037-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"} and, in some cases, modulate immune responses.[22](#jsp21037-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}, [23](#jsp21037-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}, [24](#jsp21037-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}, [25](#jsp21037-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}, [26](#jsp21037-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"} These are due to paracrine effects due to secreted growth factors, cytokines, and hormones from the MSCs and cell‐cell interactions mediated through communicating nanotubes, which convey extracellular vesicles containing reparative peptides/proteins, mRNA, and microRNAs.[18](#jsp21037-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"} Caplan proposed that stem cells should be renamed *Medicinal Signaling Cells* to more accurately reflect how they home in on injured or diseased tissue sites secreting bioactive factors with immunomodulatory and trophic properties which direct the resident cells to undertake the tissue repair process, this may happen long after the MSCs were present in the defect site.[27](#jsp21037-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"} The use of MSCs to undertake IVD repair/regeneration is an area which shows much promise[28](#jsp21037-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}, [29](#jsp21037-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}, [30](#jsp21037-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"} with many publications appearing in the literature dealing with animal model based laboratory studies,[31](#jsp21037-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}, [32](#jsp21037-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}, [33](#jsp21037-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}, [34](#jsp21037-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}, [35](#jsp21037-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}, [36](#jsp21037-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"} preclinical studies,[37](#jsp21037-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}, [38](#jsp21037-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"} clinical trials[39](#jsp21037-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"} (Tables [1](#jsp21037-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"} and [2](#jsp21037-tbl-0002){ref-type="table"}) and reviews advocating the use of MSCs for disc repair/regeneration.[28](#jsp21037-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}, [29](#jsp21037-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}, [45](#jsp21037-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"}, [46](#jsp21037-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}, [47](#jsp21037-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}, [48](#jsp21037-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"}, [49](#jsp21037-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}, [50](#jsp21037-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"}, [51](#jsp21037-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}

###### 

Use of MSCs and other therapeutic progenitor cells for the treatment of disc degeneration and alleviation of low Back pain

  Study                                                   Cell type                                    Number of cells administered/disc   Reference
  ------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------- ------------------------------------------
  Orozco et al[37](#jsp21037-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}    Autologous bone marrow MSCs                  10 ± 5 × 10^6^                      [37](#jsp21037-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}
  Coric et al[40](#jsp21037-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"}     Allogeneic juvenile articular chondrocytes   1--2 × 10^7^                        [40](#jsp21037-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"}
  Pettine et al[41](#jsp21037-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}   Autologous bone marrow concentrate           121 ± 11 × 10^6^                    [41](#jsp21037-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}
  Mochida et al[42](#jsp21037-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}   Autologous reactivated NP cells              1 × 10^6^                           [42](#jsp21037-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}
  Elabd et al[43](#jsp21037-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"}     Autologous bone marrow MSCs                  31 ± 14 × 10^6^                     [43](#jsp21037-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"}

Data modified from.[44](#jsp21037-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"}

###### 

Clinical trials for treatment of disc degeneration and alleviation of low back pain

  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Sponsor, start‐end date country                                            Cell type and number used                                      Government ID                 Study title, database information and when accessed
  -------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  *A. Use of therapeutic allogeneic and autologous stem cell preparations*                                                                                                

  Red de Terapia Celular\                                                    Autologous bone marrow MSCs\                                   NCT01513694                   *Clinical trial based on the use of mesenchymal stem cells from autologous bone marrow in patients with lumbar intervertebral degenerative disc disease*\
  2010‐unspecified\                                                          0.5‐1.5 × 10^6^ /kg body weight                                                              US National Library of [MedicinedClinicalTrials.gov](http://medicinedclinicaltrials.gov) 2012\
  Spain                                                                                                                                                                   [https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/study/ NCT01513694](https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/study/NCT01513694).(accessed 20th July 2018)

  Mesoblast Ltd\                                                             Allogeneic mesenchymal precursor cells\                        NCT01290367                   *Safety and preliminary efficacy study of mesenchymal precursor cells (MPCs) in subjects with lumbar Back pain*\
  2011‐2015\                                                                 6‐18 × 10^6^                                                                                 US National Library of [MedicinedClinicalTrials.gov](http://medicinedclinicaltrials.gov) 2011\
  USA‐Australia                                                                                                                                                           <https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT01290367>.(accessed 20th July 2018)

  Biostar\                                                                   Autologous adipose derived MSCs 4 × 10^7^                      NCT01643681                   *Autologous adipose tissue derived mesenchymal stem cells transplantation in patient with lumbar intervertebral disc degeneration*\
  2012‐2014\                                                                                                                                                              US National Library of [MedicinedClinicalTrials.gov](http://medicinedclinicaltrials.gov) 2012\
  South Korea                                                                                                                                                             <https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/record/> NCT01643681. (accessed 20th July 2018)

  Red de Terapia Celular\                                                    Allogeneic bone marrow MSCs\                                   NCT01860417                   *Treatment of degenerative disc disease with allogenic mesenchymal stem cells (MSV) (Disc_allo)*\
  2013‐2016\                                                                 10 ± 5 × 10^6^                                                                               US National Library of [MedicinedClinicalTrials.gov](http://medicinedclinicaltrials.gov) 2013 <https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT01860417> .(accessed 20th July 2018)
  Spain                                                                                                                                                                   

  Inbo Han\                                                                  Autologous\                                                    NCT02338271                   *Autologous adipose derived stem cell therapy for intervertebral disc degeneration*\
  2015‐2017\                                                                 Adipose derived stem cells\                                                                  US National Library of [MedicinedClinicalTrials.gov](http://medicinedclinicaltrials.gov) 2015\
  South Korea                                                                2 or 4 × 10^7^                                                                               <https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT02338271> \[2016\].

  Mesoblast Ltd\                                                             Allogeneic mesenchymal precursor cells\                        NCT02412735                   *Placebo‐controlled study to evaluate Rexlemestrocel‐L alone or combined with hyaluronic acid in subjects with chronic low Back pain (MSB‐DR003)*\
  2015‐2020\                                                                 6 × 10^6^                                                                                    US National Library of [MedicinedClinicalTrials.gov](http://medicinedclinicaltrials.gov) 2015\
  USA‐Australia                                                                                                                                                           <https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT02412735> .(accessed 20th July 2018)

  The Foundation for Spinal\                                                 Autologous or allogeneic bone marrow mesenchymal stem cells\   NCT02529566                   *Human autograft mesenchymal stem cell mediated stabilization of the degenerative lumbar spine*\
  Research, education and humanitarian care Inc.\                            Cell number used not specified                                                               US National Library of [MedicinedClinicalTrials.gov](http://medicinedclinicaltrials.gov) 2015 available at: <https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT02529566>.(accessed 20th July 2018)
  2013‐2018\                                                                                                                                                              
  USA                                                                                                                                                                     

  Arhus university hospital.\                                                Autologous bone marrow mesenchymal stem cells\                 EudraCT 2012--003160‐44/DK    *Treatment of moderate intervertebral disc degeneration with autologous bonemarrow derived mesenchymal stem cells (bMSC): EU clinical trial* [register‐clinicaltrialregister.eu](http://register-clinicaltrialregister.eu) *, 2013 available at* [htpps://www.clinicaltrialsregister.eu/ctr‐search/trial/2012‐003160‐44/DK](http://htpps://www.clinicaltrialsregister.eu/ctr-search/trial/2012-003160-44/DK) *(accessed 20th July 2018.*
  2013‐unspecified\                                                          Cell number used not specified                                                               
  Denmark                                                                                                                                                                 

  BioHeart Inc.\                                                             Autologous adipose derived stem cells\                         NCT02097862                   *Adipose cells for degenerative disc disease.* US National Library of [MedicinedClinicalTrials.gov](http://medicinedclinicaltrials.gov) 2015 available at: <https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT02097862>.(accessed 20th July 2018)
  2014‐2017\                                                                 Cell number used not specified                                                               
  USA                                                                                                                                                                     

  *B. Therapeutic articular chondrocytes and disc cells*                                                                                                                  

  ISTO technologies Inc\                                                     Allogeneic juvenile chondrocytes\                              NCT01771471                   *A study comparing the safety and effectiveness of cartilage cell injected into the lumbar disc as compared to a placebo*\
  2012--2016\                                                                Cell number used not specified                                                               US National Library of [MedicinedClinicalTrials.gov](http://medicinedclinicaltrials.gov) 2013\
  USA                                                                                                                                                                     [https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/ NCT01771471](https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT01771471) (accessed 20th July 2018).

  Tetec Inc\                                                                 Autologous disc cells\                                         EudraCT 2010--023830‐22/AT\   *NDisc study: A prospective randomized multicentre phase I / II clinical trial to evaluate safety and efficacy of NOVOCART disc plus autologous disc chondrocyte transplantation (ADCT) in the treatment of Nucleotomized and degenerative lumbar discs to avoid secondary disease.*\
  2012‐2021\                                                                 Cell number used not specified                                 NCT01640457                   EU clinical trial register‐clinicaltrialregister.EU, 2012 available at htpps://[www.clinicaltrialsregister.eu/ctr‐search/trial/2010‐023830‐22/AT](http://www.clinicaltrialsregister.eu/ctr-search/trial/2010-023830-22/AT) (accessed 20th July 2018).\
  Austria/Germany                                                                                                                                                         *Safety and efficacy with NOVOCART disc plus (ADCT) for the treatment of degenerative disc disease in lumbar spine (NDisc)*\
                                                                                                                                                                          US National Library of [MedicinedClinicalTrials.gov](http://medicinedclinicaltrials.gov) 2015 available at: <https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT01640457> (accessed 20th July 2018)
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Data modified from.[44](#jsp21037-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"}

Most pre‐clinical studies have treated IVDs with MSCs acutely after induction of disc degeneration, and no direct studies on the relative efficacy of MSCs in different stages of the disease process have been evaluated. This is important given the clinical presentation of patients once pathology is well established and asks the question can MSCs be used to "treat" rather than "prevent" IVDD? While clinical trials have and are being undertaken (Table [2](#jsp21037-tbl-0002){ref-type="table"}), the data from the current study will better inform prospective trial design and provide insights as to how patient selection should be made. Based on the findings of the present study there is much to be looked forward to in the therapeutic application of MSCs for the treatment of DDD/LBP.

The aim of the present study was to assess the efficacy of ovine bone marrow stromal stem cells for repair of the degenerate IVD. We used an aggressive ovine model where disc degeneration was induced by a large controlled 6 mm deep by 20 mm wide surgical annular lesion. A wide range of methodologies were used to assess the IVD repair process including testing of the material properties of IVDs using customized in‐house developed jigs in an Instron servo‐hydraulic materials testing machine. Pre‐ and Post‐Surgery lateral X‐rays were used to calculate disc heights in each of the treatment groups. Biochemical tissue compositional analyses and catabolic and anabolic matrix gene profiling were also used to characterize the degenerative changes in IVDD, and in IVD repair tissue induced by MSC treatment. The histopathology of these IVDs was systematically scored using a recently developed, validated histopathology scoring scheme.[52](#jsp21037-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"} A distinguishing feature of this study besides its multidisciplinary evaluations of IVD degeneration and repair processes by MSCs, is the use of a large 6 mm deep and 20 mm wide annular lesion to induce IVD degeneration. This is the only study to ever use such a large defect thus the positive repair responses we observed with MSCs are particularly significant noteworthy findings. Furthermore, in any prospective clinical therapeutic application it is important to select patients with appropriate disease duration and symptoms which can respond effectively to the treatment being developed. In our study, IVD degeneration was induced for a relatively short time period of 1 month and relatively short and longer recuperative periods of 8 or 22 weeks respectively used to ascertain if spontaneous repair occurred in these time periods. These simulate early acute (EA group) and late acute (LA group) stages of the disease process. We also established IVD degeneration over a 3 month period and then allowed a modest recuperative period of 14 weeks in a third group of sheep (EST group). This group simulated the chronic phases of IVD degeneration. Thus we were able to evaluate the efficacy of MSCs for IVD repair in these three treatment groups which simulated early and late acute, and established chronic stages of IVD degeneration. Our positive findings with administered MSCs points to the efficacy of this procedure in the treatment of all three phases of IVD degeneration.

2. METHODS {#jsp21037-sec-0006}
==========

2.1. Chemicals and consumables {#jsp21037-sec-0007}
------------------------------

All chemical and supplier details are as specified earlier[53](#jsp21037-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"}, [54](#jsp21037-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"} except where noted.

2.2. Animal welfare and ethics {#jsp21037-sec-0008}
------------------------------

A total of 51 2 to 3‐year‐old merino wethers (castrated males) were purchased from local sale yards for this study and held in open paddocks till required. All animal welfare and ethics for this work were approved by the University of Sydney Animal Care and Ethics Committee under ethics approval A45/6‐2011/3/5544.

2.3. Sheep acclamitization following purchase and recovery details post surgery {#jsp21037-sec-0009}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Following sheep purchase the sheep were acclamitized as a single flock and allowed to roam freely in an open paddock for 3 weeks. Sheep were then randomly divided into Nonoperated‐control (NOC) and three IVDD cohorts (Early Acute (EA), Late Acute (LA) and Established (EST) each of 12 sheep held in holding pens adjacent to the operating suite for 1 week. Surgery (detailed below) was conducted on the 12 sheep in each group in 1 day. Following surgery, the sheep were housed in recovery pens for 1 to 2 hours post surgery before being transferred back to the main holding pens for 1 week recovery, at which stage they were ready to be transferred to an open paddock and managed as a single flock until required for the second surgery. At the specified time post IVDD induction half of the sheep in the EA, LA and EST treatment groups received MSC injections and the remainder PBS carrier in each of their three injured discs. Following recovery from the second surgery sheep were again penned for 1 week then transferred to an open paddock as a single flock with NOCs until sacrifice. Feeding of the sheep during their residency in pens was with lucerne or oat/vetch hays supplemented with sheep pellets, roughage and water ad‐libitum. In the open paddock the sheep were free to graze on pasture grasses, sheep pellets and lucerne hay were also made available.

2.4. Demonstration of MSC authenticity and multipotency {#jsp21037-sec-0010}
-------------------------------------------------------

The methodology employed to demonstrate MSC authenticity and multipotency were as recommended by The International Society For Cellular Therapy namely (a) MSCs expressed CD105, CD73, CD44 and CD90, and not CD45, CD34, CD31, CD14 CD19 and HLA‐DR surface molecule (Figure [S1](#jsp21037-supitem-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, Supporting Information); (b) MSCs were plastic‐adherent when maintained in standard culture (c) and had the ability to differentiate into adipocytes, osteoblasts and chondrocytes in vitro (details are provided below).

2.5. Isolation of mesenchymal stem cells {#jsp21037-sec-0011}
----------------------------------------

Pooled bone marrow aspirate from the iliac crest of 3 NOC donor sheep in Na~2~EDTA/Tris‐buffered saline, pH 7.2, was gently mixed by inversion and centrifuged at 3000 rpm for 20 minutes in a swing‐out rotor. The buffy coat cells at the interface were collected, washed twice in sterile PBS and allowed to attach overnight to tissue culture flasks in DMEM supplemented with 10% FBS (AusGeneX, Molendinar, QLD Australia), antibiotics (Penicillin/streptomycin) and 2 mM L‐glutamine. Nonadherent cells were washed away and the cells cultured till confluent, detached with typsin/EDTA and re‐passaged at a density of 1.5 × 10^6^ cells/T75 flask or 5 × 10^6^ cells/T175 flask. MSCs from passage 3 were cryopreserved at 5 × 10^6^ MSCs/cryovial in 0.5 mL DMEM +20% FCS + 10% v/v DMSO. To prepare MSCs for injection, 5 × 10^6^ cells were seeded into T175 flasks and expanded over several passages until sufficient cell numbers had been achieved (population doubling level, PDL = 11).

2.6. Demonstration of the multipotency of the mesenchymal stem cell preparation {#jsp21037-sec-0012}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The actual MSC preparations used on each day for the sheep treatments were tested to ensure that they retained tri‐lineage differentiation capacity consistently with other MSC preparations.

*Chondrogenesis*: 250 000 MSCs were pelleted by centrifugation at 500 g in chondrogenic selection media (ChondroDiff, Miltenyi Biotec, Mcquarie Park, NSW Australia) and cultured for 21 days with media changes every 2 to 3 days; cell pellets were washed in PBS, fixed in 10% neutral buffered formalin for 4 hours and stored in 70% ethanol, then dehydrated in sequential ethanol solutions and xylene then embedded in paraffin. Microtome sections (4 μm) were stained with toluidine blue‐fast green to visualize tissue proteoglycans.

*Osteogenesis*: 10 000 MSCs/well seeded in 24 well plates were cultured for 10 days in osteogenic selection media (OsteoDiff, Miltenyi Biotec), which was changed every 3 to 4 days; calcium deposition was detected by Alizarin Red S staining of monolayers using 0.37% w/v Alizarin red S, pH 4.2.

*Adipogenesis*: 50000 MSCs/well seeded in 12 well plates were cultured in αMEM containing 15% FCS, 10 mM L‐glutamine, 0.5 μM dexamethasone, 0.5 μM IBMS and 50 μM indomethacin for 2 weeks, media was changed every 3 to 4 days; Adipogenesis was demonstrated by triglyceride staining on formalin fixed monolayers using Oil Red O (5 g/mL in 70% v/v isopropanol) at 37**°**C.

2.7. Induction of disc degeneration and administration of MSCs {#jsp21037-sec-0013}
--------------------------------------------------------------

### 2.7.1. The annular incision model {#jsp21037-sec-0014}

The surgical model used to induce disc degeneration was as described earlier.[53](#jsp21037-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"} Pre‐surgical sedation was provided using intravenous (IV) diazepam (0.2 mg/kg) and ketamine (5 mg/kg), pre‐operative analgesia was administered 12 hours prior to surgery using a slow release fentanyl patch (75 mg) and with intramuscular (IM) injection of Carprofen (5 mg/kg IV). Lumbosacral xylazine (0.05 mg/kg in 1 mL sterile saline) was administered to provide analgesia and muscle relaxation at the end of the lesion induction surgery. Animals received prophylactic antibiotics/opioid to reduce infection and minimize pain (Ceftiofur 5 mg/kg IV‐1 dose pre‐ and 1 dose PO) and methadone (0.1 mg/kg IV prior to surgery and 0.15 mg/kg IM PO). Buprenorphine (0.005 mg/kg IM) was also administered once during PO recovery.

General anesthesia was induced by mask and maintained by endotracheal intubation of 1.5% to 5% halothane in a 33% nitrous oxide 66% oxygen mixture at a flow rate of 2 and 4 L/min respectively. Spinal surgery was performed using standard aseptic technique, hemostasis was maintained using electrocautery. The wool was shorn from the surgical operative site and this was scrubbed with sequential povidone iodine and alcohol scrubs. A skin incision (\~20 cm long) was made from the last rib to the pelvis. The fascia was incised and psoas muscles retracted ventrally to expose IVDs avoiding entering into the peritoneal cavity. The controlled 6 mm deep and 20 mm wide anterolateral annular incisions in L1L2, L3L4 and L5L6 IVDs were made using two edge by edge incisions with an Abbott and Mann No 9 scalpel blade and customized scalpel handles which allowed a controlled maximum penetration depth of the lesion to a depth of 6 mm (Figure [3](#jsp21037-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}A‐L). This formed a reproducible 6 × 20 mm incision in the AF whose extent was visible in a horizontally bisected IVD by the penetration of blood vessels into the lesion site (Figure [3](#jsp21037-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}E). Standard sized 2 to 3 year old merino wethers (67.05 ± 6.5 kg) were selected to ensure that the IVD lesion penetrated only as far as the inner AF.

The surgical wound was closed in 3 layers. The psoas muscle was repositioned by suturing the adjacent fascia, and deep dermis was also sutured with 2/0 ethicon absorbable vicryl and the skin was closed with 0 PDS sutures. Sheep recovery following surgery was carefully monitored. Sheep were initially held in a confined pen in a recumbant position for 30 to 60 minutes after which they were transferred to covered holding pens once they had regained a standing posture and held in these pens in groups of up to 12 sheep for up to 1 week then transferred to an open paddock where they were allowed to roam freely. The animals were carefully monitored throughout this period for any signs of distress or lameness by experienced board certified veterinary personnel.

### 2.7.2. Injection of MSCs {#jsp21037-sec-0015}

In a pilot study, chloromethylbenzamido CellTrackerTM CM‐DiI fluorescent dye was used to label MSCs prior to injection.[55](#jsp21037-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"} CM‐DiI is a lipophilic mildly thiol‐reactive chloromethyl fluor that conjugates to thiol‐containing peptides and proteins in cell membranes. Cells are highly permeable to CM‐DiI which is retained in cells throughout aldehyde fixation, permeabilization, and paraffin embedding procedures Injection of MSCs (1 × 10^6^ cells in 0.2 mL PBS) was undertaken with a hypodermic syringe and 23G needle. The length of these needles is 23 mm, injection of MSCs 9 to 10 mm into the central NP through the contralateral AF away from the lesion site achieved administration of MSCs into the IVD and was confirmed by histology using fluorescent and brightfield imaging (Figure [3](#jsp21037-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}C,D).

Once IVD degeneration had been established for 4 or 12 weeks (Figure [1](#jsp21037-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}A) and the surgical wound site had healed, the lumbar IVDs were exposed by a second surgery on the contralateral side of the AF away from the original lesion site, and MSCs were injected into the NP (Figure [3](#jsp21037-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}C,D). Histology confirmed the MSCs were localized in the NP with a limited number along the injection tract, and minimal leakage of MSCs from the injection site (Figure [3](#jsp21037-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}C,D).

![**(**A) Timetable for the lesion induction, MSC injection, recuperation and sacrifice of the three treatment protocols used in this study. (B) Demonstration of the pluripotency of the MSC preparation used in this study. (B) Summary of the analyses used in this study and the spinal levels examined. (C) Schematic of the lesion location and the histological sampling of the lesion site](JSP2-1-e1037-g001){#jsp21037-fig-0001}

Sheep were sacrificed 8, 22 or 14 weeks after MSC treatment \[EA, LA, EST groups respectively (see Figure [1](#jsp21037-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}A)\]. Twelve age and sex matched sheep were used as nonoperated, noninjected controls (NOC), these were sacrificed at times equal to 3 or 6 months after the lesion surgery was conducted. L1L2 IVDs were used for histology, L3L4 for gene expression and L5L6 for biomechanics and biochemical analyses (see Figure [1](#jsp21037-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}A,B).

2.8. Spinal imaging {#jsp21037-sec-0016}
-------------------

Lateral and dorsal longitudinal plain radiographs were taken pre‐ and post‐lesion surgery, pre‐injection, and at the termination of the experiments. Surgical wire was placed through adjacent spinal processes at lesion levels as landmarks on the X‐rays to confirm the location of the lesion IVDs. Landmarks were also placed on scanned images of the X‐rays for calculation of the disc height index (DHI).[56](#jsp21037-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"}

2.9. Biomechanical studies {#jsp21037-sec-0017}
--------------------------

The L5L6 IVDs and adjacent vertebral body segments were isolated for spinal biomechanical testing using a custom apparatus attached to an Instron servo‐hydraulic bi‐axial materials testing machine.[57](#jsp21037-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"} The specimens were covered by saline‐soaked gauze to maintain hydration prior to testing. After all posterior bony elements (dorsal lamina, facet joints) were removed, K‐wires were inserted into the vertebral bodies which were then immersed in polymethyl methacrylate for rigid clamping. The functional spinal units were then placed in customized jigs and loaded in flexion‐extension, lateral bending or axial rotation with no axial compression at 5°/sec to a torque limit of ±5 Nm for 10 cycles. Torque (Instron dynacell, 50 Nm capacity) and angle data were collected at 20 Hz using the Instron data acquisation system, and the final full cycle was used for analyses. The range of motion (ROM), neutral zone (NZ) and stiffness were measured from cyclic torque‐angle curves as previously described.[57](#jsp21037-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"} Briefly, ROM was measured as the total angular deflection from maximal positive to minimal negative torque. For NZ and stiffness calculation, first the torque‐angle data were fitted with a seventh order polynomial using an in‐built function in Matlab (Mathworks, [Natick, Massachusetts](https://www.google.com/search?client=firefox-b-ab&q=Natick+Massachusetts&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-LUz9U3MCq0LEtS4gAxS-JNC7S0spOt9POL0hPzMqsSSzLz81A4VhmpiSmFpYlFJalFxQCKklRYQwAAAA&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwi3k8u679PdAhUKQ48KHZu6D2cQmxMoATAXegQICBAf)). The neutral zones for each loading direction were calculated as the angular range where the gradient of the torque‐angle curve was \<0.05 Nm/deg, then the final neutral zone was the common overlapping range (Figure [6](#jsp21037-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}). The initial stiffness was calculated for each loading direction as the gradient of the torque‐angle curve at the neutral position (averaged over the range where the change in gradient was \<0.05 Nm/deg). The final stiffness was the average from both loading directions.

2.10. Compositional analysis of disc tissues {#jsp21037-sec-0018}
--------------------------------------------

Following biomechanical testing, the IVDs were bisected, then zonally dissected into AF1, AF2 and NP (Figure [1](#jsp21037-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}A), finely diced and digested with papain overnight at 60°C (20 μL papain suspension, 7.9 mg cysteine per 10 mL PBS containing 10 mM EDTA, pH 7.0). Triplicate aliquots of the solubilized tissues were measured for sulfated glycosaminoglycan (GAG) using 1, 9‐dimethylmethylene blue as specified earlier.[58](#jsp21037-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"} Tracheal chondroitin sulfate (Sigma C8529) was used as standard. (Figure [4](#jsp21037-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}) Aliquots of the solubilized tissues were dried by SpeedVac, hydrolysed at 110°C overnight in 6 M HCl, neutralized with 6 M NaOH, and hydroxyproline contents determined on triplicate samples using the dimethylaminobenzaldehyde method of Stegemann and Stalder.[59](#jsp21037-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"}

2.11. Histological processing of IVDs {#jsp21037-sec-0019}
-------------------------------------

Prior to fixation, all soft and most bony tissue surrounding the IVD were trimmed from the specimens using scalpels and a Dremel router to trim bone and minimize the decalcification time for the specimens. After en‐bloc fixation for 48 hours in 10% neutral‐buffered formalin the specimens were decalcified over 8 days in 10% formic acid/5% formalin with constant agitation. Decalcification solution was replaced every 48 hours. Vertical tissue blocks (4 mm) were then taken of the IVD‐vertebral bodies perpendicularly through the lesion site (Figure [1](#jsp21037-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}C). Tissue blocks were dehydrated in graded ethanol solutions, xylene and equilibrated in methyl benzoate prior to embedding in paraffin wax. Microtome sections (4 μm) were cut from the fixed decalcified tissue blocks and attached to Super Frost Plus glass microscope slides (Menzel‐Glaser, Germany), de‐paraffinized in xylene, and re‐hydrated through graded ethanol to water.

2.12. Toluidine blue staining {#jsp21037-sec-0020}
-----------------------------

Decalcified sections of IVD/vertebral bodies were stained in 0.04% w/v toluidine blue in 0.1 M sodium acetate buffer, pH 4.0 for 10 minutes, to visualize GAGs followed by a 2 minutes counterstain in 0.1% w/v fast green FCF to contrast the GAG stained areas (Figure [5](#jsp21037-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}).

2.13. Hematoxylin and eosin staining {#jsp21037-sec-0021}
------------------------------------

Tissue sections were stained in Harris\'s Hematoxylin (5 minutes), rinsed in tap water, blued in Scotts Blueing solution (1 minute) and counterstained in eosin (5 minutes), dehydrated in absolute ethanol, cleared in xylene and mounted.

2.14. Histopathological scoring of tissue sections {#jsp21037-sec-0022}
--------------------------------------------------

Tissue sections were scored using a quantitative validated scoring system which evaluates toluidine blue and hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) stained tissue sections of degenerate IVDs and those which had been injected with MSCs.[52](#jsp21037-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"} This scheme is based on (a) toluidine blue GAG staining levels, (b) Structural characteristics of the lesion, (c) Cellular morphology in and around the lesion site, (d) Blood vessel ingrowth into the lesion repair site, (e) Cellular infiltration into the lesion site, (f) specific degenerative or repair response features associated with the lesion site such as chondroid metaplasia, cystic degeneration, denudation of collagen fibrillar networks leaving collagen fibers devoid of associated proteoglycan. These criteria were individually scored as outlined in Table [S1](#jsp21037-supitem-0009){ref-type="supplementary-material"} to provide a cumulative histopathology score.

2.15. Real‐time polymerase chain reaction {#jsp21037-sec-0023}
-----------------------------------------

The L3L4 IVDs were dissected into AF1, AF2 and NP zones as depicted in Figure [1](#jsp21037-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}A and 80‐100 mg portions were snap frozen in liquid nitrogen. Frozen tissues were pulverized using a Mikro Dismembrator (Sartorius AG, Goettingen, Germany). Total RNA was extracted from the tissue powders using Trizol (Life Technologies, Melbourne, VIC Australia) and Qiagen RNA isolation columns (Chadstone, VIC Australia). RNA (1 μg) from each sample was reverse transcribed (GoScript, Promega, Hawthorn East, VIC Australia) using random pentadecamers (50 ng/mL, Sigma‐Genosys, Castle Hill, NSW Australia) and RNase inhibitor (10 U/reaction, Bioline, Alexandria, NSW, Australia). The resultant cDNA was subjected to real‐time polymerase chain reaction (qRT‐PCR) in a Rotogene 6000 (Corbett Life Sciences, Qiagen) using Immomix (Bioline), SYBR Green I (Cambrex Bioscience, Rutherford, NJ) and 0.3 mM primers (Sigma‐Genosys, Table [S2](#jsp21037-supitem-0010){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Standard curves were generated using pooled IVD cDNA and relative copy numbers for genes calculated. Sample loadings were normalized on the basis of total RNA content of the samples since we have found that the expression of commonly used housekeeping genes change with disease and are therefore unsuitable for the normalization of such data. Melt curves were obtained after each qRT‐PCR to confirm single PCR products. Details of the qRT‐PCR primers used are provided in Table [S2](#jsp21037-supitem-0010){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. All samples were examined in triplicate (Figures [8](#jsp21037-fig-0008){ref-type="fig"} and [9](#jsp21037-fig-0009){ref-type="fig"}).

2.16. Statistical methods {#jsp21037-sec-0024}
-------------------------

All statistical analyses were performed using Stata 14. Histopathological scores were analyzed separately and as a combined total score. All analyses were conducted in triplicate for each of the six tissue samples analyzed and expressed in data plots as mean values ± SDs. Mixed ordinal logistic models grouped by sheep with time and MSC injections as variables were performed and, if significant, differences between treatment groups and times tested were assessed using Mann‐Whitney U ranked tests. The Benjamin‐Hochberg false‐positive correction for multiple tests was performed and gave a corrected *P* value of 0.045 for significance at an alpha value of 5%. Data were presented either as histograms of Mean ± SD or as box plots with median, 25 and 75% percentiles and range shown.

3. RESULTS {#jsp21037-sec-0025}
==========

The procedures undertaken are summarized in Figure [1](#jsp21037-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}.

3.1. Demonstration of MSC multipotency {#jsp21037-sec-0026}
--------------------------------------

Chondrogenic, osteogenic and adipogenic differentiation of the bone marrow derived stem cell preparation was demonstrated (Figure [2](#jsp21037-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}B,C) using appropriate selection medias. Bone marrow derived stem cells were grown in micro‐mass pellet cultures for 21 days. Isolation of total RNA and qRT‐PCR demonstrated *COL2A1* and *ACAN* gene expression, and the presence of toluidine blue stained GAG in pellet sections (Figure [2](#jsp21037-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}B). Deposition of calcium in monolayer MSC cultures identified by Alizaran red staining and oil droplets by Oil red‐O staining demonstrated osteogenic and adipogenic differentiation, respectively by the MSCs (Figure [2](#jsp21037-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}C).

![(A) Diagrammatic depiction of the location and size of the antero‐lateral annular lesion used to induce disc degeneration and Zonal dissection scheme demonstrating the AF zones 1 and 2 and NP used for the analyses undertaken in this study. (B) RT‐PCR data demonstrating chondrogenisis of MSCs in micromass pellet culture. (C) Demonstration of the pluripotency of the MSC preparation used in this study](JSP2-1-e1037-g002){#jsp21037-fig-0002}

3.2. Biochemical compositional analysis of IVD tissues {#jsp21037-sec-0027}
------------------------------------------------------

Analysis of lesion zone GAG levels showed a significant reduction in the AF1 lesion zones of the EA and LA groups but not in the EST treatment group (Figure [3](#jsp21037-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}). A significant reduction in NP GAG levels in the lesion affected IVDs was normalized by MSC injection in all three treatment groups (Figure [4](#jsp21037-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}A). Tissue hydroxyproline contents in AF and NP were largely unchanged compared to the NOC levels and were unaffected by the MSC treatment, with the exception of the LA group where the hydroxyproline content was decreased in the MSC discs in both AF zones (data not shown).

![Diagram of the annular lesion site and adjacent spinal structures, vertebral body (VB), cartilaginous endplate (CEP), facet joints and spinal processes, spinal cord in the spinal canal. (A) The spinal injection site in the contralateral AF away from the annular lesion site for the intradiscal administration of MSCs into the NP (B). Demonstration of the localization of CMiI fluorescently labeled MSCs delivered into the NP following intadiscal injection (C), and in a nonstained section of NP in a bright‐field view (D). The stem cells are stained red by CMiI and thus can also be viewed by bright‐field microscopy. Macroscopic view of a horizontally bisected lesion IVD 1 month after establishment of the lesion. (E). The inner margins of the lesion are evident under naked eye observation by the penetration of blood vessels into the AF visible macroscopically. A nonoperated (NOC) disc is also shown for comparison (F). Details of the customized scalpel handle (G, I, J, K) and Abbott and Mann no 9 scalpel blade used to make the 6 × 20 mm annular lesion (H). This blade which is 10 mm wide was used to make two edge by edge incisions 10 mm wide incisions. The stop on the scalpel handle (G, I) allowed a maximum penetration depth of 6 mm as depicted in segments J, K showing a blade attached extending 6 mm past the stop on the scalpel (J, K). A scale bar (mm units) is also shown](JSP2-1-e1037-g003){#jsp21037-fig-0003}

![Histogram demonstrating the zonal GAG analyses of AF zones 1 and 2 and NP from the three treatment groups. (A). Box plots depicting disc height measurements of PBS carrier and MSC injected IVDs from the early Acute, late Acute and established treatment groups. Median values are depicted by a horizontal line within the boxes, 25% and 75% percentiles are also shown and ranges by the whiskers (B). Asterisks signify that MSC data was statistically different from the corresponding PBS injected data sets (*P* \< 0.05). The analyses are based on six tissue samples in each case](JSP2-1-e1037-g004){#jsp21037-fig-0004}

3.3. Radiographical changes in lesion IVDs {#jsp21037-sec-0028}
------------------------------------------

Disc heights were measured from longitudinal lateral plain radiographs of the lumbar spine prior to surgery and at the end of the study (Figure [4](#jsp21037-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}B). Loss of disc height was evident in lesion discs treated by PBS injection, with a 15% to 25% reduction compared to pre‐surgery values at every disc level. MSC‐injected IVDs re‐attained 92% to 95% of pre‐lesion disc heights.

3.4. Histological examination of IVD tissue sections {#jsp21037-sec-0029}
----------------------------------------------------

Histological inspection of toluidine blue stained IVD sections showed that GAG levels were reduced in lesion IVDs injected with PBS carrier only but were significantly higher in the MSC treated IVDs (Figure [5](#jsp21037-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"} compare plates B, C, D with G, H, I) and IVD heights were also restored. The original IVD lesion propagated through the IVD towards the contralateral AF in the PBS injected IVDs but was largely repaired in the MSC treated IVDs (Figure [5](#jsp21037-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}G‐I).

![Diagrammatic depiction of the lesion site and adjacent discal structures (A). Toluidine blue‐fast green stained vertical sections of IVDs and adjacent vertebral bodies of lesion affected IVDs (B, C, D; G, H, I) and nonoperated control (NOC) IVDs (E, J). PBS carrier injected IVDs from the early Acute (EA) (B), late Acute (\[LA)\] (C) and established treatment groups \[EST\](D) and corresponding MSC injected IVDs from the EA (G), LA (H) and EST groups (I). Notice the reduced disc height and prominent lesions of the PBS carrier injected IVDs on the left hand side and near normal disc heights and significantly reduced lesions in the MSC treated IVDs on the right hand side of the figure. The lesion site is shown with a red arrow. A freshly made lesion in a cadaveric disc is shown depicting the initial extent of the lesion (F). See also Figure [SS7](#jsp21037-supitem-0007){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for further examples of MSC treated IVDs from each treatment group. Lesion induction was performed for 4 weeks in the EA and LA groups and 12 weeks in the EST group. The images shown were prepared from tissues which had undergone an 8 or 22 week recovery period (EA and LA groups) or 14 weeks (EST group)](JSP2-1-e1037-g005){#jsp21037-fig-0005}

3.5. Biomechanical assessment of lesion IVDs and the effect of MSC injection {#jsp21037-sec-0030}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

The range of motion (ROM), neutral zone (NZ) and stiffness of the lesion discs in flexion/extension, lateral bending and axial rotation are shown in Figure [6](#jsp21037-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}. ROM was not different between treatments (NOC, PBS or MSC) or groups (EA, LA, EST), except in LA where there was a significant loss of ROM after surgery in both PBS and MSC discs in axial rotation. In the NOC groups, there was a significant age‐associated reduction in NZ (short vs long term) in both flexion/extension and lateral bending. There was no NZ in any specimens in axial rotation because there was no region of low stiffness. In both flexion/extension and lateral bending no difference was observed between treatments in the LA group. In the EA group in flexion/extension, the NZ of PBS‐discs increased from NOC levels but did not reach statistical significance (*P* = 0.056). In the EST Group, lesion disc NZ was significantly increased compared to NOC. When treated with MSC, the EA NZ appeared normalized in flexion/extension but was not significantly reduced compared to the PBS injected IVDs (*P* = 0.056). In the lateral direction neither the EA or LA groups demonstrated any change in NZ compared to NOC. MSC injection in the EST group significantly reduced NZ compared to PBS injected IVDs but remained greater than in NOC IVDs.

![Biomechanical testing of IVDs from the early Acute early (EA), late Acute (LA) and established (EST) treatment groups. Horozontal bars represent statistical comparisons between data sets that were made. Six tissue samples were tested in each case and mean values ± SDs plotted. Lesion induction was performed for 4 weeks in the EA and LA groups and 12 weeks in the EST group and which had undergone an 8 or 22 week recovery period (EA and LA groups) or 14 weeks (EST group)](JSP2-1-e1037-g006){#jsp21037-fig-0006}

Disc stiffness increased with age in both flexion/extension and lateral bending (*P \<* 0.05 in lateral direction only) but not in axial rotation. IVD stiffness did not alter with disc lesions or MSC injection in both Acute groups. Changes were seen in the EST group with a significant drop in stiffness in the PBS‐injected lesion discs compared to NOC IVDs in both flexion/extension and lateral bending. MSC treatment caused an increase in stiffness in the lateral direction compared to PBS injected IVDs (*P* \< 0.05) and this was reduced compared to NOC IVDs (*P* \< 0.05).

3.6. Histopathological scoring of IVDs {#jsp21037-sec-0031}
--------------------------------------

The advanced lesion development of the PBS carrier injected IVDs was reflected in higher histopathology scores (Figure [7](#jsp21037-fig-0007){ref-type="fig"}). Cystic degeneration and chondroid metaplasia were more advanced in the PBS injected lesion IVDs. The significant reduction in cumulative histopathology score for MSC treated IVDs from 22 ± 2.2 to 4 ± 0.4 at study completion compared to PBS treated IVDs where cumulative score remained at 19 ± 2.5 was convincing evidence of the efficacy of MSC treatment.

![Histopathological scoring of IVDs from the nonoperated control (NOC), early Acute (EA), late Acute (LA) and established (EST) treatment groups. The box plots depicted represent 25/75% percentiles, median values are indicated by horizontal lines, ranges are represented by the whiskers. For explanations and histological examples of the descriminative criteria scored see Table [SS1](#jsp21037-supitem-0009){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, and Figures [SS2](#jsp21037-supitem-0002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}--S[S8](#jsp21037-supitem-0008){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Lesion induction was performed for 4 weeks in the EA and LA groups and 12 weeks in the EST group. The tissues which were scored had undergone an 8 or 22 week recovery period (EA and LA groups) or 14 weeks (EST group)](JSP2-1-e1037-g007){#jsp21037-fig-0007}

3.7. qRT‐PCR gene profiling of IVD tissues {#jsp21037-sec-0032}
------------------------------------------

*COL1A1* levels were significantly down‐regulated and *COL2A1* and ACAN maintained in the MSC treated IVDs. *IL 1RN, MMP2, 3, 9, 13* and *ADAMTS4, 5* were all down‐regulated while *TIMP1* and *TIMP3* levels were essentially unaffected in the MSC treated IVDs, contrasting with the PBS carrier treated lesion IVDs where most of these genes were up‐regulated (Figures [8](#jsp21037-fig-0008){ref-type="fig"} and [9](#jsp21037-fig-0009){ref-type="fig"}). Collectively this gene expression data explains why the annular lesion propagated in the PBS carrier injected IVDs and did not undergo repair, and when the up‐regulation in anabolic matrix genes is also taken into account explains the annular repair evident in the MSC treated IVDs.

![qRT‐PCR profiles of selected ovine IVD genes in the early Acute (EA), late Acute (LA) and established (EST) treatment groups in the AF1 (lesion), contralateral AF2 zones, and nonoperated control (NOC) IVDs. . Asterisks signify that MSC data was statistically different from the corresponding PBS injected data sets (*P* \< 0.05). Six tissue specimens were analyzed in triplicate for each sample and means calculated. A grand mean of all six tissues ± standard deviations was plotted. Lesion induction was performed for 4 weeks in the EA and LA groups and 12 weeks in the EST group. The data shown is from tissues which had undergone an 8 or 22 week recovery period (EA and LA groups) or 14 weeks (EST group)](JSP2-1-e1037-g008){#jsp21037-fig-0008}

![qRT‐PCR profiles of selected ovine IVD genes in the early Acute (EA), late Acute (LA) and established (EST) treatment groups in the NP zones, and nonoperated control (NOC) IVDs. Asterisks signify that MSC data was statistically different from the corresponding PBS injected data sets (*P* \< 0.05).). Six tissue specimens were analyzed in triplicate for each sample and means calculated. A grand mean for all six tissues ± standard deviations was plotted. Lesion induction was performed for 4 weeks in the EA and LA groups and 12 weeks in the EST group. The data shown is from tissues which had undergone an 8 or 22 week recovery period (EA and LA groups) or 14 weeks (EST group)](JSP2-1-e1037-g009){#jsp21037-fig-0009}

A diagrammatic representation of the lesion and MSC treatment groups and the main outcomes of this study is provided (Figure [10](#jsp21037-fig-0010){ref-type="fig"}). A point by point summary of the major findings is also provided.

![Diagrammatic depiction of sheep IVDs undergoing degeneration and recovery following MSC administration. (A) Control NOC disc, (B) establishment of lesion, (C) changes to IVD and lesion site 4 weeks after induction of disc degeneration. (D) Changes to IVD and lesion site 12 weeks after induction of disc degeneration. (E) Further progression of disc degeneration and lesion development after injection of PBS carrier after 14 weeks recovery. (F) Reversal of degenerative features by MSCs in IVDs of EA and LA treatment groups. (G) Reversal of degenerative features by MSCs in IVDs in EST treatment group. EA, early Acute; LA, Late Acute and EST, established treatment group; NOC, nonoperated control. Explanation of labeled features. *Typical features of a normal nonoperated control (NOC) IVD.* (1) Normal AF containing a gradient of toluidine blue staining. (2) Localization of toluidine blue staining in the nucleus pulposus (NP). (3) Normal disc height. *Progressive features evident as IVDs undergo degeneration induced by a controlled annular defect.* (4) Establishment of the controlled outer annular surgical defect. (5) Slight reduction in disc height. (6) After 4 weeks induction of disc degeneration de‐lammellations are generated by the defect. (7) Further reduction in disc height with advancing disc degeneration and decreased toluidine blue staining in the NP. (8) Bifurcation of the defect in the inner AF. Focal proteoglycan loss along the tract of the lesion in the outer AF. (9) Further reduction in toluidine blue staining in the NP. (10) Further reduction in the disc height at 12 weeks induction of disc degeneration. *Features in IVDs which received injection of PBS carrier rather than MSCs resulting in degenerative changes in the IVD over the next 14 weeks.* (11) Thickening of outer AF lamellae devoid of proteoglycan staining but loss of normal lamellar organization. (12) Reduction in the proteoglycan content of the NP. (13) Propagation of the outer annular defect towards the contralateral AF. (14) Significant reduction in disc height. *Reparative changes in IVDs induced by intradiscal administration of MSCs into IVDs that had undergone disc degeneration for 4 weeks after 8 or 22 weeks recovery with MSCs.* (15) Significant reduction in lesion size with a residual lesion still evident. Repair of the outer AF. (16) Proteoglycan content of the NP largely replenished. (17) Recovery of close to normal IVD heights similar to NOC IVDs. *Reparative changes in IVDs induced by intradiscal administration of MSCs into IVDs that had undergone degeneration for 12 weeks and had a 14 week recuperative period.* (18) Recovery of AF proteoglycan levels, almost complete disappearance of annular lesion. (19) Recovery of normal proteoglycan levels in NP. (20) Re‐attainment of normal disc height](JSP2-1-e1037-g010){#jsp21037-fig-0010}

Supplementary figures are also provided to illustrate specific features of the structure and cellular morphology of the normal and degenerate intervertebral discs and to demonstrate features which were used in the histopathological scoring of disc tissues. Table [S1](#jsp21037-supitem-0009){ref-type="supplementary-material"} provides the discriminative criteria assessed during histopathological scoring. These terms are described further elsewhere.[52](#jsp21037-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}

Figure [S2](#jsp21037-supitem-0002){ref-type="supplementary-material"} describes the normal cellular morphology of the AF and NP and cell cloning/clustering observed in the AF in degenerate IVDs.

Figure [S3](#jsp21037-supitem-0003){ref-type="supplementary-material"} provides examples of the chondroid metaplasia (A‐E) and cystic degeneration (F, G) evident in lesion affected IVDs. Chondroid tissue forms as part of an attempted annular repair process. In some cases the chondroid tissue mass is integrated to a large degree with the annular lamellae (B, C) while in others the chondroid tissue is evident as an island of cartilage like tissue isolated from the surrounding inner annular tissue (D, E). The cells within the chondroid tissue have typical chondrocytic morphologies and are surrounded in a basophilic cartilage like extracellular matrix (A). Cystic degeneration was also observed in occasional degenerate IVDs (F, G). Cysts deficient in proteoglycan were typically located adjacent to the CEPs.

Figure [S4](#jsp21037-supitem-0004){ref-type="supplementary-material"} illustrates the cell clustering frequently observed in the inner and outer AF (A, B) associated with lesion propagation through the annulus. Ingrowth of blood vessels was also prominent features along the track of the annular lesion in degenerate IVDs (D, E). Figure [S5](#jsp21037-supitem-0005){ref-type="supplementary-material"} shows the cell morphology of the normal AF (A, B) and NP (A), occasional doublet cells were observed in the NP (arrows in A). Figure [6](#jsp21037-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}, illustrates features of the annular lesion as it propagates through the inner AF, around the NP towards the contralateral AF. The outer AF lesion track displays a focal depletion of proteoglycan evident as intensely fast green stained areas in the outer AF (1), bifurcation of the lesion (2) and de‐lamellation (3) were also frequently observed in lesion affected IVDs. Advanced development of the lesion was also associated with a significantly reduced disc height (E). Figure [S7](#jsp21037-supitem-0007){ref-type="supplementary-material"} provides additional examples of annular repair and regeneration of the IVD in each of the MSC injected treatment groups. Injection of PBS rather than MSCs resulted in the propagation of the annular lesion, depletion of proteoglycan and a severe reduction in disc height. Chondroid cell nests have also been observed in the normal ovine IVD (Figure [S8](#jsp21037-supitem-0008){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A‐C). These were present in a dense basophilic proteoglycan rich matrix dissimilar from the matrix surrounding cell clusters in the vicinity of annular lesions (Figures [\[Link\]](#jsp21037-supitem-0003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [\[Link\]](#jsp21037-supitem-0004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Resident cells in the NP also had a dissimilar morphology to these groups of cells within these cell nests (Figure [S8](#jsp21037-supitem-0008){ref-type="supplementary-material"} D, E).

4. DISCUSSION {#jsp21037-sec-0033}
=============

4.1. Optimization of the annular lesion for the induction of disc degeneration {#jsp21037-sec-0034}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In an earlier pilot study, we evaluated a series of progressively deeper and wider annular lesions in our ovine model with a view to producing a destabilizing lesion which would produce accelerated disc degeneration but without prolapse of the NP through the residual AF of the lesion site. A 6 mm deep 20 mm wide defect was subsequently selected and shown to produce disc degeneration in a 3 to 6 month experimental period.[53](#jsp21037-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"} To simplify production of a reproducible annular defect customized scalpel handles and scalpel blades were used as outlined in the present study.

4.2. Selection of the most appropriate MSC injection number to effect a therapeutic response in degenerate IVDs {#jsp21037-sec-0035}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

When deciding on the most appropriate number of MCs for intradiscal injection we evaluated cell numbers which had been used in earlier studies (Table [1](#jsp21037-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"}). We subsequently selected an injection number of 10 million cells per disc. This was similar to cell numbers employed in a number of human clinical trials for the treatment of disc degeneration and the alleviation of low back pain (Table [2](#jsp21037-tbl-0002){ref-type="table"}).

4.3. Patient selection for prospective therapeutic treatment {#jsp21037-sec-0036}
------------------------------------------------------------

An important consideration in any prospective treatment is whether it will be effective during early acute and later acute stages of the disease process as well as in established chronic stages of degeneration. In order to address some of these questions we utilized three treatment groups in our ovine model, to simulate early and late acute and established stages of the disease process administering MSCs at early and later stages of IVD degeneration. All three MSC treatment groups displayed beneficial effects in terms of disc repair and a significant reduction in cumulative degenerative histopathology score (*P* \< 0.001). The EST treatment group had a marginally greater reduction in histopathology score than the other treatment groups, possibly reflecting the more advanced disease which develops in this group with the longer lesion induction period however there was not much clinical difference between the treatment groups. There was no added benefit in a longer recuperative period of 22 weeks in the LA treatment group over a shorter one of 8 weeks for the EA or 14 weeks for the EST group. Thus early beneficial effects using MSCs were sustained to later time points. A PET imaging study[19](#jsp21037-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"} has shown MSCs remain viable in canine IVDs for 3 weeks thus all treatment groups were expected to display beneficial responses from the MSC injections used.

4.4. The multi‐disciplinary design of the present study {#jsp21037-sec-0037}
-------------------------------------------------------

A major strength of the present study lies in its multidisciplinary experimental design, use of a well established validated large animal model of disc degeneration which closely reproduces the pathobiology of disc degeneration in humans[53](#jsp21037-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"}, [60](#jsp21037-bib-0060){ref-type="ref"} and the use of an experimental design which allows direct comparison of the efficacy of MSC treatment at different stages of IVDD. Spinal manipulation studies in sheep further demonstrate that annular lesions perturb normal spinal biomechanics, neurophysiology, stabilization of vertebral lumbar motion segments and muscular contributions to dynamic dorsoventral lumbar spinal stiffness[61](#jsp21037-bib-0061){ref-type="ref"}, [62](#jsp21037-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"}, [63](#jsp21037-bib-0063){ref-type="ref"}, [64](#jsp21037-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"}

No other model of disc degeneration has received such a comprehensive appraisal as the ovine model. The DDD which develops in the sheep model also effects multifidus muscle remodeling that may also contribute to LBP.[65](#jsp21037-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"}, [66](#jsp21037-bib-0066){ref-type="ref"} Experimental DDD changes multifidus pro‐inflammatory cytokine gene expression profiles[67](#jsp21037-bib-0067){ref-type="ref"}, [68](#jsp21037-bib-0068){ref-type="ref"} and mimics LBP changes in human spinal tissues.[69](#jsp21037-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"} Macrophages and TNF have active roles in the subacute/early chronic phase of remodeling in muscle, adipose and connective tissues of the multifidus muscle during IVD degeneration and represent a novel therapeutic target. Although MSC treatment prevents fatty infiltration and fibrosis of the multifidus muscle after the development of an IVD lesion, it cannot prevent a muscle inflammatory response and muscle fiber transformation. These findings highlight the potential role of MSC therapy after IVD injury, but indicate other interventions may also be necessary to optimize recovery of spinal muscles such as the multifidis.[70](#jsp21037-bib-0070){ref-type="ref"}, [71](#jsp21037-bib-0071){ref-type="ref"}

Traumatic loading generates discal lesions through cumulative stress fractures of fibrillar components which attach the human IVD to the ring apophysis of the vertebral body. Similar changes have also been observed in the ovine model.[72](#jsp21037-bib-0072){ref-type="ref"} Separation of Sharpeys fibers generates rim‐lesions pre‐disposing the NP to degeneration[73](#jsp21037-bib-0073){ref-type="ref"} and these propagate through the AF resulting in radial and circumferential fissures, separation of annular lamellae (de‐lamellation) and degenerative changes in the NP and CEPs.[74](#jsp21037-bib-0074){ref-type="ref"} These changes include a loss of IVD proteoglycan and tissue hydration,[75](#jsp21037-bib-0075){ref-type="ref"} a reduction in disc height, changes in endplate vascularity[76](#jsp21037-bib-0076){ref-type="ref"} and vertebral bone density adjacent to the annular lesion[77](#jsp21037-bib-0077){ref-type="ref"} and osteoarthritis of the facet joints.[78](#jsp21037-bib-0078){ref-type="ref"} An increase in blood vessel and nerve in‐growth[79](#jsp21037-bib-0079){ref-type="ref"} and an influx of cells expressing FGF‐2 and TGF‐β1 in the lesion affected IVD[80](#jsp21037-bib-0080){ref-type="ref"} also occur in the ovine model compromising normal IVD biomechanical properties and are hallmarks of IVD degeneration in man.[12](#jsp21037-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"} The aggressive 6 mm deep and 20 mm wide annular lesion used in the present study accelerates disc degeneration over that seen previously with the Osti model[60](#jsp21037-bib-0060){ref-type="ref"} which can take up to 18 months for degenerative changes to develop. The re‐attainment in functional properties observed in the present study is therefore a particularly significant finding. No other large animal model has used such a large defect to induce IVDD. The recovery of disc composition, disc height and normalization in biomechanical properties observed are noteworthy findings and strong evidence of the efficacy of MSCs for discal repair. Earlier findings with small animal models of DDD using small needle puncture defects cannot be considered to provide as convincing evidence of IVD repair and restoration of function.[81](#jsp21037-bib-0081){ref-type="ref"} The focal loss of GAG from the lesion site and associated NP degeneration observed in the present study was countered by administration of MSCs with GAG levels returning to levels found in age matched NOC IVDs by the end of the treatment period. A reduction in disc height with lesion development and normalization by MSC treatment was consistent with initial reduction in IVD material properties and a return to normal IVD material properties. Histopathological scoring of lesion and MSC treated IVDs supported this positive gain in tissue function. qRT‐PCR of *COL1A1, COL2A1*, *ACAN*, *MMPs*, *ADAMTS4, 5* and *TIMP1, 3* explained the enhanced ECM production and decreased IVDD and positive repair response. A prominent feature of MSC treatment was the lack of a fibrotic response consistent with the reduced fibrosis and hypertrophic scar formation reported in a number of studies[82](#jsp21037-bib-0082){ref-type="ref"}, [83](#jsp21037-bib-0083){ref-type="ref"}, [84](#jsp21037-bib-0084){ref-type="ref"}, [85](#jsp21037-bib-0085){ref-type="ref"} including the IVD.[86](#jsp21037-bib-0086){ref-type="ref"} This is considered to occur through the regulation of immunomodulatory processes[50](#jsp21037-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"}, [87](#jsp21037-bib-0087){ref-type="ref"}, [88](#jsp21037-bib-0088){ref-type="ref"} by the MSCs suppressing inflammation[50](#jsp21037-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"} and TGF‐β mediated cellular responses[84](#jsp21037-bib-0084){ref-type="ref"}, [85](#jsp21037-bib-0085){ref-type="ref"} which otherwise can lead to excessive laying down of collagen as part of a repair response. We have observed previously in the ovine annular lesion model of disc degeneration that an influx of cells to the annular lesion site occurs, these cells expressed TGF‐β to a fibrotic response which was observed in the lesion site.[80](#jsp21037-bib-0080){ref-type="ref"}

4.5. Mode of action of MSCs {#jsp21037-sec-0038}
---------------------------

Secretion of paracrine factors is now recognized as the primary mechanism by which MSCs induce a regenerative environment to promote tissue healing,[89](#jsp21037-bib-0089){ref-type="ref"} cell‐to‐cell contact has been shown to be of some importance but may not be an essential component.[90](#jsp21037-bib-0090){ref-type="ref"}, [91](#jsp21037-bib-0091){ref-type="ref"} MSCs home to sites of inflammation where they secrete soluble trophic factors such as growth factors, cytokines, and chemokines to promote tissue repair.[92](#jsp21037-bib-0092){ref-type="ref"} In‐vivo studies show MSC therapy promotes angiogenesis and growth and differentiation of local progenitor cells, prevents fibrosis and apoptosis, attracts immune cells to injury sites, and are immunomodulatory in the local environment.[92](#jsp21037-bib-0092){ref-type="ref"}, [93](#jsp21037-bib-0093){ref-type="ref"}, [94](#jsp21037-bib-0094){ref-type="ref"}, [95](#jsp21037-bib-0095){ref-type="ref"} Engraftment of MSCs appears to be unnecessary for a therapeutic effect, and MSCs likely persist through the initial inflammatory phase into the repair and remodeling phases of tissue healing. Adult MSCs from bone marrow, peripheral blood, or adipose tissue, have been or are currently being investigated in over 600 clinical trials in musculoskeletal diseases, degenerative and traumatic neurological diseases, and immune mediated diseases.[96](#jsp21037-bib-0096){ref-type="ref"} MSC therapy has been effective at treating several animal models of disease[97](#jsp21037-bib-0097){ref-type="ref"}, [98](#jsp21037-bib-0098){ref-type="ref"} and shown success in human clinical trials.[96](#jsp21037-bib-0096){ref-type="ref"} Supplemental figures are supplied to document the range of degenerative features we observed in the present study and to demonstrate the efficacy of MSCs for discal recovery (Figures [\[Link\]](#jsp21037-supitem-0002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [\[Link\]](#jsp21037-supitem-0008){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

4.6. Chondroid metaplasia and cystic degeneration in the ovine large lesion DDD model {#jsp21037-sec-0039}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Extradural cysts similar to the intradiscal cysts observed in the present study have also been observed in the elite athlete.[99](#jsp21037-bib-0099){ref-type="ref"} These typically result in compression of spinal ganglia and neurological deficits. IVD cystic degeneration can be imaged by MRI.[100](#jsp21037-bib-0100){ref-type="ref"} Cystic degeneration was only observed in the PBS injected IVDs in this study.

Chondroid metaplasia was originally described in the classical work of Hansen (1952)[101](#jsp21037-bib-0101){ref-type="ref"} in the nonchondrodystrophic (non‐ChD) canine[102](#jsp21037-bib-0102){ref-type="ref"}, [103](#jsp21037-bib-0103){ref-type="ref"} and the lapine IVD.[104](#jsp21037-bib-0104){ref-type="ref"} Chondroid metaplasia is considered to be a forerunner to the IVD calcification frequently found in ChD canine breeds.[101](#jsp21037-bib-0101){ref-type="ref"}, [105](#jsp21037-bib-0105){ref-type="ref"} Calcification of the ovine IVD has also been observed[106](#jsp21037-bib-0106){ref-type="ref"} suggesting that the ovine merino could be considered a mildly ChD breed. Like the beagle where an inbuilt form of dwarfism has produced characteristic changes in the long bone growth plates,[107](#jsp21037-bib-0107){ref-type="ref"} the merino was also originally bred as a long‐legged form. A Rambouillet serving ram from France had a major influence on the original Macarthur sheep flock which formed the basis of the Australian merino breed characteristics.[108](#jsp21037-bib-0108){ref-type="ref"} Over time this long legged trait has been bred out to a shorter legged "modern" fine wool merino. So‐called "Macarthur" sheep are named after General John Macarthur, an early Australian explorer and pioneer of the wool industry in Australia. The progeny of the original long‐legged breed form have been maintained and bred true as a Heritage flock in Australia held at Macarthur Agricultural College, Camden, NSW, Australia (<http://www.heritagesheep.org.au>). The chondroid tissue we observed along the track of the annular lesion was well integrated with annular tissues in some cases and may have contributed to the stabilization of this defect. However, cartilage is optimally designed to withstand compressive load and not the radial hoop stresses the annular lamellae encounter. These chondroid tissue masses may be a misdirected repair response by the administered MSCs but may over time undergo remodeling to a fibrocartilaginous tissue. Chondroid tissues were not observed in any of the PBS injected IVDs thus on this basis cannot be considered a degenerative feature.

4.7. Clinical trials for the use of MSCs in the treatment of disc degeneration and LBP {#jsp21037-sec-0040}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

A number of preclinical and laboratory based studies and clinical trials have been or are currently being undertaken world‐wide using BMMSCs or ADMSCs to treat disc degeneration and alleviate LBP (Tables [1](#jsp21037-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"} and [2](#jsp21037-tbl-0002){ref-type="table"}). Further clinical trials have been undertaken by ISTO Technologies in 2012 to 2016 in the USA using juvenile allogeneic articular chondrocytes (NCT01771471), and in 2013 by The Foundation for Spinal Research Education and Humanitarian Care Inc (USA) using autologous or allogeneic BMMSCs (NCT02529566). A clinical trial was conducted by Arhus University Hospital, Denmark using autologous BMMSCs (EudraCT 2012‐003160‐44), BioHeart (USA) (2014‐2017) used autologous ADMSCs (NCT02097862). Tetec AG (Germany/Austria) used autologous disc cells to treat disc degeneration. This study is due for completion in 2021 (NCT01640457, EudraCT 2010‐023830‐22).

4.8. The ovine large lesion model of disc degeneration and LBP {#jsp21037-sec-0041}
--------------------------------------------------------------

Of the animal models which have been used experimentally to produce disc degeneration[81](#jsp21037-bib-0081){ref-type="ref"} the ovine large lesion model[53](#jsp21037-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"} provides the most compelling reproduction of the pathobiological changes[52](#jsp21037-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"} which occur when the human IVD degenerates. The efficacy of administered stromal stem cells in the reversal of degenerative discal pathology was also clearly established in the present study and has been quantitatively scored in a histopathological scoring scheme we have also developed.[52](#jsp21037-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"} However an important aspect of such studies is also the assessment of pain generation and this is a particularly difficult parameter to evaluate in a meaningful manner in an animal model. In the absence of verbal communication, changes in animal behavior and alterations in posture or weight bearing of the experimental animal are possible means of assessing the generation of pain in such models. Even with the benefit of verbal commentary in the clinical assessment of human IVD degeneration, a specific nociceptive cause of LBP is rarely identified despite the impact of a biomechanically deficient IVD being clearly identifiable. The normal IVD is poorly innervated and ingrowth of nerves occurs with IVD degeneration.[79](#jsp21037-bib-0079){ref-type="ref"} Paradiscal tissues such as the anterior and posterior longitudinal ligaments, facet joints and vertebral body are all richly innervated and all of these tissues are potential sources of nociception.[109](#jsp21037-bib-0109){ref-type="ref"} LBP is an extremely common and debilitating condition experienced by people of all ages thus it is imperative that a better understanding of this disorder be achieved.[110](#jsp21037-bib-0110){ref-type="ref"}, [111](#jsp21037-bib-0111){ref-type="ref"}, [112](#jsp21037-bib-0112){ref-type="ref"}, [113](#jsp21037-bib-0113){ref-type="ref"} In 2015, the global point prevalence of activity‐limiting LBP of 7·3% indicated that 540 million people were affected globally by LBP at any one time, LBP is now recognized as the number one musckuloskeletal condition and cause of disability world‐wide.[11](#jsp21037-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [15](#jsp21037-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"} The socio‐economic impact of LBP on quality of life, associated healthcare costs in its treatment and lost productivity are very significant issues.

As in any animal model, the lack of verbal communication with sheep in our case confounds the diagnosis and characterization of the experience of pain. However, since sheep possess the same neuronal pathways and neurotransmitter receptors as humans, it would seem reasonable to expect that their perceptions of painful stimuli would be similar to in humans. However even in humans, individuals display widely differing responses to how they tolerate and respond to pain and much of this is due to the mental strength of an individual leading to difficulties in the evaluation of pain responses even when verbal communication is possible. The innervation of the IVD in sheep and human IVD are similar and nerve ingrowth has been demonstrated in degenerate IVDs.[79](#jsp21037-bib-0079){ref-type="ref"}, [114](#jsp21037-bib-0114){ref-type="ref"}, [115](#jsp21037-bib-0115){ref-type="ref"} Local anesthetics, opioids, and nonsteroidal anti‐inflammatory drugs used in humans are all effective in sheep. In the present study, evaluation of the flocking behavior, feeding habits and ambulation of the lesion and nonoperated control (NOC) sheep groups by experienced veterinary personnel did not demonstrate any obvious differences between these two sheep groups. Radio‐frequency identification (RFID) microchips with GPS monitoring and automatic data logging capability could be applied to accurately measure individual sheep activity profiles in open paddocks following disc degeneration in a longitudinal format and potentially could provide some important information. Software for whole body 3D motion analysis has been developed from animatronics and kinematics software used in the leisure film industry and could also be incorporated into force plate, gait analysis and biomechanics programs to fully assess sheep behavior. The Pressure Mapping, Force Measurement and Tactile Sensors which have been developed for the analysis of animal behavior and specific applications in clinical biorobotics may well need to be applied to systematically evaluate subtle changes in body language following spinal surgery in sheep. In other kinematics and gait analysis animal studies sophisticated methodology including the use of high‐speed photography were required to measure changes in body language so it is hardly surprising that we did not observe overt differences between NOC and operated sheep in our study by naked eye observation. The enthusiasm of lesion sheep for feeding in open pasture was not different from NOC sheep, no limb weakness was obvious in any sheep and no signs of distress were observed. Human facial recognition software and cloud based technology has also been applied to assess small animal behavior experimentally and is capable of automation.[116](#jsp21037-bib-0116){ref-type="ref"}, [117](#jsp21037-bib-0117){ref-type="ref"}, [118](#jsp21037-bib-0118){ref-type="ref"}, [119](#jsp21037-bib-0119){ref-type="ref"} This technology is also beginning to be applied in the identification of livestock in the rural sector and can provide invaluable information on animal appetite habits, water intake and has motion capture capability which can be used as a measure of the habits and health of stock on an individual animal basis. Such technology awaits application in laboratory based large animal studies but nevertheless represents an interesting development which may be useful in determining animal behavior and postural patterns of relevance to determining pain profiles. This could provide measures of any potential postural adaptations in response to painful stimuli and the impact of specific experimental procedures on behavioral responses in large animals such as the ovine model. The current inability to discern pain profiles in sheep in which disc degeneration has been induced must therefore be considered a limitation of this model. Animal models of pain reproduction through disc degeneration have been developed in mice and rats.[120](#jsp21037-bib-0120){ref-type="ref"}, [121](#jsp21037-bib-0121){ref-type="ref"}, [122](#jsp21037-bib-0122){ref-type="ref"} The assessment of changes in gait and ambulation and their correlation with pain profiles are more easily monitored in these small animal species however the structural changes reproduced in IVD degeneration in rodents do not reproduce those seen in humans, furthermore there are other reasons why rodent discs are less suitable as a model of disc degeneration than the sheep (reviewed in[81](#jsp21037-bib-0081){ref-type="ref"}). Future improvements in the analysis of sheep kinematics as outlined above may well provide a means of determining correlative pain profiles in the large lesion sheep model of disc degeneration.

4.9. Annular repair studies and MSCs {#jsp21037-sec-0042}
------------------------------------

Annular repair has been examined in a number of animal models. Zhou et al co‐cultured rat bone marrow and adipose derived Mesenchymal stem cells (BMMSCs and ADMSCs) with AF cells and showed that MSCs had directive roles over the annular cells.[123](#jsp21037-bib-0123){ref-type="ref"} BMMSC and ADMSC AF cell co‐cultures were subjected to qRT‐PCR analysis. This showed an up‐regulation in selected AF marker gene expression. BMMSCs induced a statistically significant increase in type II collagen and aggrecan expression by 7 days of co‐culture indicating an early chondrogenic response and an increase in type I collagen expression on days 14 to 21 indicating a delayed fibrotic response. ADMSC co‐cultures however required a 21 day culture period before an elevation in type I collagen expression could be detected. Histological analysis and the use of the metachromatic GAG reactive dye 1,9‐dimethylmethylene blue demonstrated an elevation in the production of proteoglycans containing sulfated GAG in the co‐cultures. This study suggested that BMMSCs might be more appropriate for the promotion of cartilaginous repair of the NP while ADMSCs elicited a collagenous repair response that might be more suitable for repair of annular defects.

Xu et al created a 1 × 1 cm annular defect in goat IVDs and administered BMMSCs using a gelatin sponge impregnated with MSCs and platelet rich plasma (PRP) as a growth factor source into the defect site. The IVDs were examined 3, 6 and 12 weeks after creation of the defect. IVD tissue sections were stained with H&E to examine cellular morphology, Masson Trichrome for collagenous organization, Alcian blue‐periodic acid Schiff stain to identify proteoglycan deposition and type II collagen was immunolocalised. This study showed that BMMSCs and PRP increased cell proliferation in the defect site, increased collagen and proteoglycan deposition and promoted annular repair.[124](#jsp21037-bib-0124){ref-type="ref"} Li et al induced AF degeneration in 6 month old rabbits by removal of 5 mL of the NP using a syringe, no actual defect in the AF was made. BMMSCs (50 μL of 2 × 10^5^ BMMSCs/ml) were administered into degenerate IVDs 2 weeks later. IVD heights were determined 2, 7 and 10 weeks after lesion induction and the affected IVDs were subjected to histopathological scoring. The authors considered BMMSCs were beneficial for what they considered to be annular repair.[125](#jsp21037-bib-0125){ref-type="ref"} Pirvu et al used an interesting combination of BMMSCs seeded in polytrimethylene carbonate (PTMC) scaffold to produce annular repair tissue in a bovine organ culture annulotomy model under dynamic load for 14 days. The MSC‐PTMC composite was held in place using a polyester urethane membrane which was sutured over the annular defect. Furthermore, this stabilization of the annular defect was considered important for the prevention of nuclear prolapse through the annular defect. Implanted MSCs showed an upregulation in type V collagen, a potential AF marker, and anabolic matrix genes and downregulation in catabolic gene expression thus promoted annular repair processes.[126](#jsp21037-bib-0126){ref-type="ref"}

It is difficult to directly compare the positive findings of the present study using MSCs with these earlier studies since they did not undertake as extensive analytical studies on the lesion and repair tissues or their material properties. Additionally the sheep more closely models the human IVD in terms of structure and of the cell populations present and how they respond to an annular defect. Furthermore, these earlier animal models did not utilize as extensive an annular lesion as the present study and annular repair was evaluated over a relatively short recuperative period compared to the present study. This reflects badly on the situation in the human IVD and in our opinion the results of the present study are more compelling. Studies in rats and rabbits do not provide as strong evidence of the efficacy of MSCs for annular and discal repair as the sheep model although they are supportive of MSC efficacy.

Interesting recent developments in bioscaffold design have resulted in production of CS containing scaffolds with the ability to direct MSC cell differentiation in‐situ. in the context of tissue repair this can be used to promote the production of matrix components conducive to tissue repair.[127](#jsp21037-bib-0127){ref-type="ref"}, [128](#jsp21037-bib-0128){ref-type="ref"} These bio‐scaffolds have yet to be applied to disc and annular repair, however they have properties which would be useful in such applications and are worthy of further examination.

In an extensive review on the use of bioscaffolds and MSCs for annular repair Sherafi et al describe commercially available Inclose surgical meshes, Xclose suturing closures and Barricaid woven mesh barrier devices made from polyethylene terephthalate for the closure and containment of annular defects. Annular closure devices based on a temperature sensitive biodegradable shape‐memory polymer network[129](#jsp21037-bib-0129){ref-type="ref"} and photo‐crosslinkable poly(trimethylene carbonate)‐based macromers for closure of ruptured IVDs have also been developed.[130](#jsp21037-bib-0130){ref-type="ref"} Despite promising results with these annular containment products recurrent disc herniations still frequently occurred and were common causes of back pain. The poor healing potential of the AF negatively impacts on the repair of tears in IVDs stabilized using sutures or a surgical containment device, making the disc highly susceptible to re‐tearing. Vascular ingrowth and nociceptive nerves occur in annular defects but these do not penetrate into the NP which is an avascular and aneural tissue.[79](#jsp21037-bib-0079){ref-type="ref"}, [114](#jsp21037-bib-0114){ref-type="ref"}, [115](#jsp21037-bib-0115){ref-type="ref"} Biological glues may also be useful in the sealing of natural and surgical annular wounds. A novel bio‐glue discovered in the Australian frog *Notaden benetti* is an adhesive exudate from the dorsal skin which ensures sexual union with the male for an extended period to ensure effective fertilization.[131](#jsp21037-bib-0131){ref-type="ref"} Its molecular composition and mechanism of action[132](#jsp21037-bib-0132){ref-type="ref"} has shown this protein based adhesive[133](#jsp21037-bib-0133){ref-type="ref"} is nonimmunogenic, biocompatible, displays elastomeric properties similar to elastin and adhesive properties several‐fold that of fibrin glue. Frog glue has been used to re‐attach infraspinatus tendon in rotator cuff repair,[134](#jsp21037-bib-0134){ref-type="ref"} and bucket handle meniscal tears.[135](#jsp21037-bib-0135){ref-type="ref"}, [136](#jsp21037-bib-0136){ref-type="ref"} New Zealand green lipped mussel and barnacle glues also have strong adhesive properties suitable for orthopedic applications, but await commercialisation.[137](#jsp21037-bib-0137){ref-type="ref"}, [138](#jsp21037-bib-0138){ref-type="ref"}, [139](#jsp21037-bib-0139){ref-type="ref"}, [140](#jsp21037-bib-0140){ref-type="ref"}, [141](#jsp21037-bib-0141){ref-type="ref"}

The low number of cells in the mature AF of advanced stages of senescence exclude them as a suitable cell source for the seeding of scaffolds. MSCs are a useful alternative cell type for annular repair and have been isolated from annular tissues of normal and degenerate IVDs.[142](#jsp21037-bib-0142){ref-type="ref"}, [143](#jsp21037-bib-0143){ref-type="ref"}, [144](#jsp21037-bib-0144){ref-type="ref"}, [145](#jsp21037-bib-0145){ref-type="ref"} The cell clustering seen in the vicinity of annular defects is evidence of resident stem cell activity in these tissues.[146](#jsp21037-bib-0146){ref-type="ref"} The healing potential of the AF overall however is low with most of its intrinsic healing occurring at its outermost margins.[147](#jsp21037-bib-0147){ref-type="ref"} Annular defects which penetrate into the mid and inner AF however do not undergo spontaneous repair and over time these propagate further into the disc and can lead to the development of rim‐lesions, de‐lamellations, bifurcations, and extension around the NP as far as the contralateral AF with the formation of radial and cirumferential tears.[74](#jsp21037-bib-0074){ref-type="ref"} In the present study, the administered MSCs prevented the extension of the initial annular defect and also resulted in healing of the outer annular defect, a significant finding given the large lesion size used in this sheep model.

Reproducing the anisotropic annular structure is a prerequisite for an effective treatment.[148](#jsp21037-bib-0148){ref-type="ref"}, [149](#jsp21037-bib-0149){ref-type="ref"} No studies have so far demonstrated bioscaffolds with mechanical properties and structural features matching those of the native AF. Thus many questions and challenges still remain in the development of effective strategies that lead to regeneration of the damaged AF using a scaffolding approach. However, in the present study MSCs in isolation were effective in the repair of annular defects and biomechanical studies indicated that the MSC treated IVDs had re‐attained similar biomechanical characteristics as native IVD tissue. In contrast, in IVDs which received injections of PBS carrier, the controlled outer annular surgical lesion continued to propagate through to the inner AF and NP and the biomechanical properties of these tissues deviated markedly from those of NOC IVD tissues.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS {#jsp21037-sec-0043}
=====================

As of May 2018, there were over 600 registered clinical trials examining the therapeutic potential of MSCs to treat a variety of pathological tissues with \~17 of these looking specifically at the treatment of intervertebral disc degeneration and low back pain. (<https://clinicaltrials.gov/>). Understanding the biology of MSCs is the first step to revealing their full therapeutic potential. In July 2018, the therapeutic goods administration (TGA) in Australia issued a change in the regulations governing the use of autologous human cell and tissue products for therapeutic procedures and the claims that the providers of such procedures can make regarding the efficacy of such interventions.[1](#jsp21037-note-0003){ref-type="fn"} The reason for this change in TGA guidelines was to address the growing global concerns with direct consumer advertising of unproven autologous stem cell interventions. Furthermore, in May 2018, the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) filed injunctions in Federal Court with a number of stem cell clinics to cease marketing of unapproved unproven products. A Florida‐based stem cell clinic and a network of about 100 clinics in California are currently facing litigation brought by the FDA to cease the marketing of their products for the treatment of Parkinson\'s disease, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, heart disease and pulmonary fibrosis. This further reinforces the need to better understand the mode of action of therapeutic stem cells in tissue repair processes by undertaking basic preclinical and laboratory based studies such as the present study. *The clinical stem cell trials which have been conducted and are on‐going for the treatment of disc degeneration and the alleviation of low back pain, amply demonstrate the need for the perfection of such procedures however of equal importance is a fundamental understanding of how stem cells operate at the tissue repair level in such procedures. Our study provides strong evidence supporting the therapeutic use of stem cells for intervertebral disc repair and provides some insights into their mode of action. Further work however is still required to fully understand this extremely interesting and potentially very beneficial family of cell types.*
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**Figure S1.** Identification of CD34, CD45, CD90 and CD 105 expression by ovine bone marrow stromal stem cells and no staining for CD14, CD19, CD73 by flow cytometry.
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Click here for additional data file.

###### 

**Figure S2.** Cellular morphology in the normal annulus and the dissimilar cell clusters observed in the mid and inner AF associated with annular lesion development in degenerate IVDs. H&E and toluidine blue‐fast green stained tissue sections.
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Click here for additional data file.

###### 

**Figure S3.** Chondroid metaplasia (A‐E) and cystic degeneration (F, G) evident in lesion containing IVDs treated with MSCs. In some cases chondroid tissue along the tract of the annular lesion is integrated with the annular lamellae and appears to contribute to repair of the lesion (B, C) while in other samples this chondroid tissue occurs as an isolated tissue mass (D, E). Cells in the chondroid tissue have a typical rounded chondrocytic morphology surrounded by a proteoglycan rich cartilaginous ECM (A). Cyst formation in degenerate IVDs not treated with MSCs, typically occurring adjacent to the CEP (F, G). Toluidine blue‐fast green stained tissue sections. Tissue sections from EST MSC treatment group (A‐C), EA (D) and LA MSC treatment groups (E). Chondroid metaplasia only occurred in the MSC treated IVDs, this may represent a misregulated repair response. Cystic degeneration was more predominant in the PBS injected IVDs.
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**Figure S4.** Degenerative features associated with different regions of annular lesions which have propagated from the outer AF through the mid and inner AF towards the contralateral AF. These features are shown diagrammatically in C. Cell clustering in the inner (A) and outer AF (B). Blood vessel ingrowth into the mid (D) and inner AF (E). H&E stained tissue sections.
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**Figure S5.** Cellular morphology of the inner (A) and mid to outer AF (B) in normal nonoperated control (NOC) IVDs. Occasional doublet cells are observed in the transitional zone located between the mid and inner AF. Toluidine‐blue‐fast green stained tissue sections.
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**Figure S6.** Degenerative propagation of the controlled outer annular lesions in toluidine blue‐fast green stained PBS injected IVDs. 1. Focal loss of proteoglycan staining associated with the outer lesion in the EA (A), LA (B, C, D) and EST treatment groups (E) in IVDs that received PBS carrier injections and no stem cells. 2. Bifurcation and 3. de‐lammelation of the lesion. The lesion was more extensive in the EST group and associated with lower proteoglycan levels and a decreased disc height, and 4. extended through to the contralateral AF. Toluidine blue‐fast green stained tissue vertical sections with portions of the superior and inferior vertebral bodies evident. A chondroid cell mass was also evident in (A) labeled with an asterisk.
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**Figure S7.** Toluidine blue‐fast green stained vertical tissue sections from the early acute (EA), late acute (LA) and long‐term established (EST) disc degeneration treatment groups which were injected with MSCs or PBS carrier. Nonoperated IVDs are also shown for comparison, and a diagram depicting the location of the surgical annular lesion. Four MSC treated tissue sections are displayed from each of the MSC treatment groups. Lesion development is more advanced in the PBS carrier injected IVDs and disc heights also reduced.
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**Figure S8.** Toluidine blue stained IVD tissue sections depicting cell clusters/cloning, chondroid cell nests and normal NP cell morphology. Examples of cell clustering associated with an annular lesion (A) and chondroid cell nests in the NP of a normal IVD (B, C) compared to cells in the central NP (D) and its margins with the AF (E). Occasional NP cells appear as doublets but are dissimilar to the chondroid cell nests contained in dense basophilic sacs which appear as larger groups of cells. These are similar to the cell clusters seen associated with annular lesions in degenerate IVDs however the chondroid cell nests are not associated with a fibrillar ECM like in A, D, E.
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**Table S1.** Histopathological scoring of ovine IVDs
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**Table S2.** qRTPCR primer details
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Click here for additional data file.
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Further information on changes in Australian TGA guidelines on the use of stem cells are available from the following web‐sites. *Products regulated as biologicals.* //[www.tga.gov.au/products-regulated-biologicals](http://www.tga.gov.au/products-regulated-biologicals). *Regulatory framework for biologicals.* //[www.tga.gov.au/regulatory-framework-biologicals](http://www.tga.gov.au/regulatory-framework-biologicals). *Autologous human platelet‐rich plasma and conditioned serum* //[www.tga.gov.au/autologoushuman-platelet-rich-plasma-and-conditioned-serum](http://www.tga.gov.au/autologoushuman-platelet-rich-plasma-and-conditioned-serum).
